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I. FEDERAL FALSE CLAIMS ACT

A. Statistics – Fiscal Year 2016

TOTAL RECOVERIES FY 2016 FY 2015 FY 2014

Total Settlements & Judgments $4.76 Billion $3.79 Billion $6.13 Billion

Qui Tam Settlements & 
Judgments

Where U.S. Intervened $2.8 Billion $1.88 Billion $4.37 Billion

Where U.S. Declined $105 Million $1.174 Billion $81.3 Million

Total Qui Tam $2.91 Billion $3.05 Billion $4.45 Billion

Non-Qui Tam Settlements and Judgments $1.86 Billion $731 Million $1.68 Billion

Total Relator Share Awards $519.6 Million $667 Million $709.2 Million

Relator Share Awards Where U.S. Declined to 
Intervene $28.4 Million $336.7 Million $14.9 Million

Relator Share Awards Where U.S. Intervened $491.2 Million $330.3 Million $694.3 Million

All New Matters 845 749 812
New Qui Tam Matters 702 639 715

New Government Led Matters (Non-Qui Tam) 143 110 97

Recovery in Healthcare FCA Cases (HHS) $2.6 Billion $2.1 Billion $2.43 Billion

Recovery in Procurement Fraud (DoD) $122 Million $283 Million $69 Million

Recovery in Non-DoD, Non-HHS Cases $2.04 Billion $1.4 Billion $3.33 Billion

HHS FCA RECOVERIES FY 2016 FY 2015 FY 2014

Total Settlements & Judgments $2.6 Billion $2.1 Billion $2.43 Billion

Qui Tam Settlements & 
Judgments

Where U.S. Intervened $2.43 Billion $1.47 Billion $2.27 Billion

Where U.S. Declined $71.9 Million $472.6 Million $66.3 Million

Total Qui Tam $2.5 Billion $1.95 Billion $2.34 Billion

Non-Qui Tam Settlements and Judgments $97.5 Million $154.7 Million $88.1 Million

Total Relator Share Awards $450.5 Million $391 Million $393.6 Million

Relator Share Awards Where U.S. Declined to 
Intervene $19.3 Million $132.2 Million $10.9 Million

Relator Share Awards Where U.S. Intervened $431.2 Million $258.8 Million $382.7 Million

All New Matters 570 452 502
New Qui Tam Matters 501 426 470

New Government Led Matters (Non-Qui Tam) 69 26 32
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DoD FCA RECOVERIES FY 2016 FY 2015 FY 2014

Total Settlements & Judgments $122 Million $283 Million $69 Million

Qui Tam  
Settlements & 
Judgments

Where U.S. Intervened $47.9 Million $146 Million $46.2 Million

Where U.S. Declined $13.6 Million $26.6 Million $9 Million

Total Qui Tam $61.5 Million $172.6 Million $55.2 Million

Non-Qui Tam Settlements and Judgments $60.6 Million $110 Million $14.1 Million

Total Relator Share Awards $13.7 Million $27.1 Million $11.1 Million
Relator Share Awards Where U.S. Declined 
to Intervene $3.9 Million $2.6 Million $2.7 Million

Relator Share Awards Where U.S. Intervened $9.8 Million $24.6 Million $8.5 Million

All New Matters 39 43 53
New Qui Tam Matters 31 36 44

New Government Led Matters (Non-Qui Tam) 8 7 9

NON-HHS/NON-DoD RECOVERIES FY 2016 FY 2015 FY 2014

Total Settlements & Judgments $2.04 Billion $1.4 Billion $3.33 Billion

Qui Tam  
Settlements & 
Judgments

Where U.S. Intervened $323.9 Million $260.7 Million $1.75 Billion

Where U.S. Declined $19.4 Million $675.4 Million $6 Million

Total Qui Tam $343.4 Million $936 Million $1.76 Billion

Non-Qui Tam Settlements and Judgments $1.7 Billion $466.7 Million $1.57 Billion

Total Relator Share Awards $55.3 Million $248.8 Million $256.2 Million
Relator Share Awards Where U.S. Declined 
to Intervene $5.3 Million $201.9 Million $1.3 Million

Relator Share Awards Where U.S. Intervened $50.1 Million $46.9 Million $254.9 Million

All New Matters 236 254 257
New Qui Tam Matters 170 177 201

New Government Led Matters (Non-Qui Tam) 66 77 56

Notes about the Government’s Recoveries: 

Overall, no surprises; trend line is up. 

• Total recoveries are 30% above average for the last eight years 
and 15% above average post-FERA. 

Statistics are notable for what they do not say.

• They do not say how many government investigations were closed 
without recovery.

• They do not say how many government cases were dismissed (and 
on what grounds and at what stage).

• Nor do they say how many qui tam cases failed to recover any 
money for the federal government. This is an important omission 
because there are many cases in which the DoJ or relators devote 
enormous resources to no avail and at significant taxpayer expense. 

Regardless, DoJ’s success in non-qui tam cases this year is notable: $1.86 
billion in non-qui tam recoveries, the largest ever. However, it is unclear 
whether this is indicative of a trend. $1.7 billion of the $1.86 billion is from 
non-HHS/non-DoD related claims. $1.2 billion of the $1.7 billion is from one 
settlement (see Wells Fargo settlement, below). Big recoveries like the Wells 
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Fargo settlement are rare, so be careful when reading only the bottom line 
numbers or headlines. 

Health care-related FCA cases continue to constitute the lion’s share of 
FCA recoveries (55% of the $4.7 billion). 

Number of new cases based on DoD contracts continues to decline. Total 
DoD-related recoveries are also down from last year by ~50%. 

For the third year in a row, DOJ recovered more than $1 billion from non-
HHS/non-DoD related matters. Most of these recoveries are coming from the 
financial industry in cases arising out of allegedly false certifications made in 
federally insured loans made during the mortgage crisis. It will be interesting 
to see whether this pace of non-HHS/non-DoD recoveries continues in 2017 
and, if so, whether it is in the mortgage industry or in some new non-HHS/
non-DoD area. 

Government intervention has a dramatic correlation with recovery. 

• When the government didn’t intervene, relators fared poorly, re-
covering only $104M for the government and $28.4M in relators 
awards. 

• But when the government does intervene, relators do very well, re-
covering $2.8B for the government and $491M in relators awards. 

• When compared with historical averages from the last eight years, 
government intervention resulted in relator recovery 10% higher 
than average; when the government didn’t intervene, relators did 
50% worse than average.

B. Notable Settlements 

1. Wells Fargo agrees to pay $1.2 billion for improper mortgage 
lending practices. On April 8, 2016, the Department of Justice (DOJ) an-
nounced it had settled civil fraud claims against Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. and 
executive Kurt Lofrano arising out of Wells Fargo’s participation in the Federal 
Housing Administration (FHA) Direct Endorsement Lender Program. Wells 
Fargo acknowledged and accepted responsibility for, among other things, 
certifying to the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
that certain residential home mortgage loans were eligible for FHA insur-
ance when in fact they were not, resulting in the Government having to pay 
FHA insurance claims when some of those loans defaulted. This settlement 
amounts to 60% of the Non-HHS, Non-DOD settlements and judgments from 
2016. 

2. Wyeth and Pfizer agree to pay $784.6 million to resolve al-
legations that Wyeth underpaid drug rebates to Medicaid. On April 
27, 2016, the DOJ announced it had settled civil fraud claims against Wyeth 
and Pfizer, Inc., arising out of allegations that the companies had knowingly 
reported to the government false and fraudulent prices on two of its proton 
pump inhibitor (PPI) drugs, Protonix Oral and Protonix IV. 

3. Olympus Corp. of the Americas (OCA), the largest distributor 
of endoscopes and related equipment in the United States, agreed to 
pay $623.2 million to resolve criminal charges and civil claims relat-
ing to a scheme to pay kickbacks to doctors and hospitals. On March 1, 
2016, the DOJ announced that it had settled civil and criminal fraud charges 
against OCA arising out of allegations that OCA had won new business and 
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rewarded sales by giving doctors and hospitals kickbacks, including consulting 
payments, foreign travel, lavish meals, and millions of dollars in grants and 
free endoscopes. The various kickbacks alleged in this scheme caused OCA 
to obtain more than $600 million in sales and realize gross profits of more 
than $230 million. 

4. Tenet Healthcare Corporation will pay over $513 million to 
resolve criminal charges and civil claims relating to a scheme to de-
fraud the United States and pay kickbacks in exchange for patient 
referrals. On October 3, 2016, the DOJ announced it had settled civil and 
criminal fraud charges against Tenet arising out of allegations that Tenet 
told expectant mothers at prenatal care clinics that Medicaid would cover 
their costs if they gave birth at one of the Tenet hospitals. The clinics received 
bribes and kickbacks from the hospitals and involved about 20,000 women 
who received Medicaid benefits. 

5. RehabCare Group, Inc. and its corporate parent agreed to pay 
$125 million to resolve a government lawsuit alleging that it violated 
the False Claims Act by knowingly causing skilled nursing facilities 
(SNFs) to submit false claims to Medicare for rehabilitation therapy 
services that were not reasonable, necessary and skilled, or that never 
occurred. On January 12, 2016, the DOJ announced the settlement. The 
government’s complaint alleged, among other things, that RehabCare had: (1) 
presumptively placed patients at a higher therapy reimbursement level, rather 
than relying on individualized evaluations to determine the level of care most 
suitable for each patient’s clinical needs; (2) boosted the amount of reported 
therapy during “assessment reference periods,” thereby causing and enabling 
SNFs to bill for care of their Medicare patients at the highest reimbursement 
level, while providing materially less therapy to those same patients; (3) inflat-
ing initial reimbursement levels by reporting time spent on initial evaluations 
as therapy time rather than evaluation time; (4) reporting skilled therapy had 
been provided to patients when in fact patients were asleep or were unable 
to undergo skilled therapy; and (5) reporting estimated or rounded minutes 
instead of actual minutes of therapy provided; among other allegations. 

6. Freedom Mortgage Corp. agreed to pay $113 million to resolve 
False Claims Act liability arising from FHA-insured mortgage lending 
practices. Due to staffing limitations between 2008 and 2010, Freedom Mortgage 
allegedly did not always perform timely quality control (QC) reviews or perform 
audits of all EPD loans, as required by HUD. An EPD is a loan that becomes 60 
days past due within the first six months of the loan. The EPD QC reviews that 
Freedom Mortgage did perform revealed high defect rates, exceeding 30 percent 
between 2008 and 2010. Yet, between 2006 and 2011, Freedom Mortgage did not 
report a single improperly originated loan to HUD, despite its obligation to do 
so. In 2012, after identifying hundreds of loans that “possibly should have been 
self-reported to HUD,” it reported only one. As a result of Freedom Mortgage’s 
conduct, HUD insured hundreds of loans that were not eligible for FHA mortgage 
insurance under the DEL program, and that HUD would not otherwise have 
insured and subsequently incurred substantial losses when it paid insurance 
claims on the ineligible loans approved by Freedom Mortgage. 

7. Education Management Corp. (EDMC), the second-largest for-
profit education company in the country, agreed to settle allegations 
that it had violated federal and state FCA provisions by falsely cer-
tifying compliance with Title IV of the Higher Education Act (HEA) 
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and parallel state statutes for $95.5 million. The government alleged that 
EDMC unlawfully recruited students, in contravention of the HEA’s Incen-
tive Compensation Ban (ICB), by running a high pressure boiler room where 
admissions personnel were paid based purely on the number of students they 
enrolled. The settlement resolved four separate FCA lawsuits filed in federal 
court in Pittsburgh and Nashville under the FCA’s qui tam provisions. The 
settlement also resolves a consumer fraud investigation by 40 state Attorneys 
General into EDMC’s deceptive and misleading recruiting practices. 

8. Genentech, Inc. and OSI Pharmaceuticals, LLC, paid $67 mil-
lion to resolve FCA allegations that they made misleading statements 
about the drug Tarceva’s effectiveness in treating non-small cell lung 
cancer. The government alleged that between January 2006 and December 
2011, Genentech and OSI made misleading representations to physicians 
and other health care providers about Tarceva’s effectiveness to treat certain 
patients with non-small cell lung cancer despite there being little evidence 
showing that Tarceva was effective in treating those patients unless they 
also had never smoked or had a mutation in their epidermal growth factor 
receptor, which is a protein involved in the growth and spread of cancer cells. 

9. M&T Bank Corp. paid $64 million to resolve allegations that 
it violated the FCA by originating and underwriting mortgage loans 
insured by HUD’s FHA that did not meet the applicable regulatory 
requirements. M&T allegedly failed to adhere to HUD’s self-reporting 
requirements. Although M&T identified numerous FHA insured loans with 
“major errors” as early as 2006, M&T did not report a single loan to HUD 
until 2008. As a result, HUD insured hundreds of loans approved by M&T 
that were not eligible for FHA mortgage insurance under the Direct Endorse-
ment program. As part of the settlement, M&T Bank admitted to the follow-
ing: Between Jan. 1, 2006, and Dec. 31, 2011, M&T certified FHA insurance 
mortgage loans that did not meet HUD underwriting requirements and did 
not adhere to FHA’s quality control requirements. Prior to 2010, M&T Bank 
failed to review all Early Payment Default (EPD) loans, which are loans that 
become 60 days past due within the first six months of repayment. Between 
2006 and 2011, M&T also failed to review an adequate sample of FHA loans, 
as required by HUD. 

C. Supreme Court

1. Supreme Court Validates Implied Certification Theory; “Clari-
fies” Materiality Standard. Universal Health Servs., Inc. v. U.S. ex rel. 
Escobar, No. 15-7, 136 S. Ct. 1989 (U.S. June 16, 2016). A teenage beneficiary 
of Massachusetts’s Medicaid program had an adverse reaction to medication 
prescribed by a health facility operated by Universal Health Services. As a 
result of the adverse reaction, the teenager died. The teenager’s parents later 
learned that the facility’s employees were not actually licensed to provide 
mental health counseling or authorized to prescribe medications without 
supervision. The parents filed a qui tam action against Universal Health 
under the implied false certification theory (i.e., that Universal impliedly 
and falsely certified compliance with Massachusetts Medicaid regulations 
regarding licensure of facility employees when it submitted claims for the 
teenager’s reimbursement). 

The district court granted Universal’s Motion to Dismiss, holding that the 
relators failed to state a claim under the “implied false certification” theory 
because none of the regulations at issue were conditions of payment. The First 
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Circuit reversed, finding that the regulations at issue were conditions of pay-
ment. Universal appealed to the Supreme Court, which granted certiorari. 

The Supreme Court made two important holdings: (1) the implied certifica-
tion theory can be a basis of liability when the defendant submitting a claim 
violates a statute, regulation, or contractual provision that was material to the 
government’s decision to pay and (2) liability under the implied certification 
theory does not turn on whether a statute, regulation, or contractual provi-
sion is a “condition of payment,” although such a characterization is relevant.

The Supreme Court described several factors that go to materiality. These 
factors will likely be litigated in the district courts for many years to come. 
The factors include: 

• Importance (An Objective Test) – Whether a “reasonable man [acting 
on the Government’s behalf] would attach importance to [the rep-
resentation] in determining his choice of action in the transaction.” 
Id. at 2003. It follows that a reasonable person would not attach 
importance to a violation that is “minor or insubstantial.” Id. at 2003.

• Government Knowledge/Government Treatment of Violations (A 
Subjective Test) – Whether the Government knew of a claim’s fal-
sity and nevertheless paid the claim, which would tend to negate 
a finding of materiality. Id. at 2003. This argument is also known 
as the so-called “government knowledge” defense. Conversely, 
“evidence that the defendant knows that the Government con-
sistently refuses to pay claims in the mine run of cases based on 
noncompliance” supports a finding of materiality. Id.

• Labels Used – Whether the Government has “expressly identif[ied] 
a provision as a condition of payment,” although such identifica-
tion is “relevant but not automatically dispositive.” Id. at 2002.

• Essence of the Bargain – Whether the regulatory, statutory, or con-
tractual violation goes to the “essence of the bargain.” Id. at 2003 n.5.

Note: There are three cases pending for certiorari seeking a Supreme 
Court ruling as to whether Escobar was properly applied in their case. The 
cases are U.S. ex rel. Bishop v. Wells Fargo Bank, NA, No. 16-578; U.S. ex rel. 
Jallali v. Sun Healthcare Group, No. 16-669; and U.S. ex rel. Gage v. Davis 
S.R. Aviation, LLC, No. 16-694. That there are so many petitions already at 
the Court regarding the proper application of Escobar shows that the Esco-
bar decision will, absent further clarification by the Court, result in further 
litigation in the years to come. 

2. A Relator’s Violation of the FCA’s Seal Requirement Does Not 
Mandate Dismissal; Whether Dismissal is Appropriate is Left to the 
“Sound Discretion” of the District Courts. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. 
U.S. ex rel. Rigsby, No. 15-513, 2016 WL 7078622 (U.S. Dec. 6, 2016). Before 
Hurricane Katrina, State Farm issued both federally-backed flood insurance 
policies and its own general homeowner insurance policies. The former covered 
flood damage, while the latter covered wind damage. Characterizing hurricane 
damage as flood damage, as opposed to wind damage, would therefore result 
in the federal government, not State Farm, paying insurance claims. 

Cori and Kerri Rigsby, former claim adjusters for a State Farm contractor, 
together with other adjusters, filed a qui tam action against State Farm alleg-
ing that the company falsely certified certain instances of hurricane damage 
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as flood damage when the company knew the damage was caused by wind 
damage. State Farm moved to dismiss the action, arguing that the Rigsbys 
violated the FCA’s seal requirement. 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b)(2). The district court 
denied State Farm’s motion and the Fifth Circuit affirmed. 

The Supreme Court agreed to take the case to resolve a circuit split. 
The Fifth and Ninth Circuits permitted dismissal based on a district court’s 
consideration of the following factors: (1) actual harm to the Government, (2) 
severity of the violations and (3) evidence of bad faith. The Second and Fourth 
Circuits authorized dismissal when a seal violation “incurably frustrated” the 
interests served by the rule. And the Sixth Circuit relied on a per se dismissal 
rule, requiring dismissal for seal violations. 

 The Supreme Court held “whether dismissal is appropriate should be 
left to the sound discretion of the district court.” This holding is broad enough 
to permit the Second, Fourth, Fifth, and Ninth Circuit rules to live on, but 
without question abrogates the Sixth Circuit’s per se rule.

3. Certiorari petition pending in D.C. Circuit case that held no 
false certification liability when a contractor relied on its reasonable 
interpretation of an ambiguous government regulation. United States 
ex rel. Purcell v. MWI Corp., 807 F.3d 281 (D.C. Cir. 2015), cert. pending, No. 
16-361 (U.S. Sept. 21, 2016). The D.C. Circuit overturned a jury verdict and 
ruled in favor of MWI Corporation,2 in a long-running civil FCA lawsuit in 
which the government asserted claims for approximately $225 million in 
trebled damages (plus additional civil penalties). 

The Government alleged that false claims and statements were submitted 
to the Export-Import Bank of the United States in connection with eight loans 
to the government of Nigeria for the purchase of MWI’s water pumps. The 
key issue was whether MWI’s certification that the commissions it paid its 
sales agent in connection with the sales were “regular” was knowingly false. 

MWI argued that its certification could not have been knowingly false 
because the term “regular commissions” was ambiguous, MWI made the cer-
tification based on a reasonable interpretation of the term, and the agency 
never defined “regular commissions” or authoritatively clarified its meaning. 

A unanimous panel of the D.C. Circuit agreed and held that MWI could 
not have acted “knowingly” where there was no evidence that the govern-
ment “had officially warned MWI away from its otherwise facially reasonable 
interpretation of [an] undefined and ambiguous term,” citing the Supreme 
Court’s decision in Safeco Insurance Co. of America v. Burr, 551 U.S. 47, 69–70 
& n.20 (2007). 

In addition, the court rejected the government’s subjective intent and 
“duty to inquire” arguments, explaining both that (1) subjective intent was 
irrelevant because the defendant’s interpretation of the term was reasonable 
and that (2) a failure to seek a legal opinion from the Bank did not support 
a finding that MWI acted recklessly under the FCA. 

Thus, this case establishes important precedent that, where a defendant 
adopts an objectively reasonable or plausible interpretation of an ambiguous 
regulatory term and the agency has not officially warned the defendant from its 
interpretation via authoritative guidance, the FCA scienter element cannot be 
established. The government filed its petitions for rehearing and rehearing en 
banc, which were later denied. On September 19, 2016 the U.S. Solicitor General 
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declined to file a petition for a writ of certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court thereby 
abandoning the Government’s case against MWI after 18 years and 24 days. 

MWI’s former employee, however, did file a petition for a writ of certiorari 
on September 19, 2016. On November 21, 2016, the United States Solicitor 
General later filed a brief arguing that this was not a case for the Supreme 
Court to grant certiorari. MWI also filed its brief in opposition on November 
21, 2016. The relator filed his reply brief on December 6, 2016. The matter 
is set for consideration by the Court on January 6, 2017 when it will be dis-
tributed for Conference. 

D. Courts of Appeals

1. 1st Circuit – U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. Universal Health Servs., 
Inc., 842 F.3d 103 (1st Cir. 2016) – On remand, the First Circuit found the 
relators’ allegations could be material to the government’s decision to pay 
claims. As the First Circuit put it: “At the core of the MassHealth regulatory 
program in this area of medicine is the expectation that mental health services 
are to be performed by licensed professionals, not charlatans.” Then paying 
homage to the FCA’s genesis in the Civil War, during which the Army was 
provided defective military supplies from some unscrupulous contractors, 
the First Circuit wrote “UHS’s violations in the instant case are as central 
to the bargain as the United States ordering and paying for a shipment of 
guns, only to later discover that the guns were incapable of firing.”

Under these alleged facts and circumstances, the First Circuit was not 
persuaded by UHS’s government knowledge argument. The First Circuit down-
played the argument in this particular case on the ground that the government 
did not discover the extent of the allegations until long after the litigation was 
filed—“mere [government] awareness of allegations concerning noncompliance 
with regulations is different from knowledge of actual noncompliance.” With-
out evidence of knowledge of actual noncompliance, the First Circuit was not 
prepared to dismiss the matter at the motion to dismiss stage of the litigation.

2. 2nd Circuit – United States ex rel. Ladas v. Exelis, Inc., No. 
14-4155, 2016 WL 3003674 (2d Cir. May 25, 2016). The relator in Ladas 
brought FCA claims based on the defendant’s allegedly fraudulent certifica-
tions that equipment supplied to the government under its procurement 
contract conformed with applicable contractual requirements. Id. at *8. In 
affirming the district court’s dismissal for failure to plead fraud with particu-
larity, the Second Circuit reiterated that the complaint must demonstrate 
how the alleged contractual violations specifically connect to particular false 
statements that were material to the alleged false claims for payment. Id. at 
*9. In particular, the Second Circuit criticized the specificity and relevance 
of the relator’s allegations where the complaint cited only to violations of 
internal company specification requirements outside of the contract and of-
fered “hypotheses” as to how alleged problems could affect ordered products 
without providing factual allegations “concerning the actual condition of 
the equipment.” Id. at *8. While fact specific, the level of scrutiny applied by 
the Second Circuit in Ladas is encouraging to the extent it demonstrates a 
demand for something more concrete than allegations built on presumed, or 
even hypothetical, contractual deficiencies.

3. 3rd Circuit – U.S. ex rel. Moore & Co., P.A. v. Majestic Blue 
Fisheries, LLC, 812 F.3d 294 (3d Cir. 2016) – In 2010, Congress passed 
the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Among other things, the ACA expanded the 
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definition of “original source” to include relators who had ‘knowledge that is 
independent of and materially adds to the publicly disclosed allegations or 
transactions.” Majestic Blue Fisheries is the first case in the Third Circuit 
that interpreted the meaning of the phrase “materially adds to the publicly 
disclosed allegations.” “Materially adds,” the Third Circuit explained, means 
contributing “significant, specific” details to the already publicly disclosed 
information. Reversing the district court which dismissed the action under 
the Public Disclosure Bar, the Third Circuit held “Specifically, a relator mate-
rially adds to the publicly disclosed allegation or transaction of fraud when it 
contributes information — distinct from what was publicly disclosed — that 
adds in a significant way to the essential factual background: ‘the who, what, 
when, where and how of the events at issue.’”

4. 4th Circuit – U.S. ex rel. Beauchamp v. Academi Training 
Center, LLC, 816 F.3d 37 (4th Cir. 2016) – The district court dismissed 
a relator’s action under the public disclosure bar. According to the district 
court, the operative complaint for public disclosure purposes is the most 
recent amended complaint, which was filed after the public disclosure. The 
Court of Appeals vacated the dismissal. The district court, according to the 
Court of Appeals, “mechanically applied the statement [in Rockwell] that 
‘courts look to the amended complaint to determine jurisdiction.’” The Court 
of Appeals concluded “that the determination of when a plaintiff ’s claims 
arise for purposes of the public-disclosure bar is governed by the date of the 
first pleading to particularly allege the relevant fraud and not by the timing 
of any subsequent pleading.” 

5. 7th Circuit – United States ex rel. Nelson v. Sanford-Brown, Ltd., 
No. 14-2506, 2016 WL 6205746 (7th Cir. Oct. 24, 2016) – Relator brought 
FCA action in the E.D. Wisconsin against providers of technical education al-
leging the educators falsified student attendance records, provided misleading 
and inflated job placement figures and data, and harassed students to attend 
class in violation of various sections of Title 20 of the United States Code. 
The district court dismissed the action in part under Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b) and 
12(b)(6) and granted summary judgment to the defendants on the remain-
ing claims, including an implied certification claim. On appeal, the Seventh 
Circuit affirmed. The Supreme Court granted certiorari, and remanded the 
case for further consideration following Escobar. 

 On remand, the Seventh Circuit again affirmed the district court’s sum-
mary judgment and dismissal. The court noted that Sanford-Brown College, 
one of the defendants, made no representations in connection with its claims 
for payment, much less a false or misleading representation. The court also 
observed that the relator offered “no evidence that the government’s decision 
to pay SBC would likely or actually have been different had it known of SBC’s 
alleged noncompliance with Title IV regulations.” The court explained that 
it was not enough that the government could have refused payment—rather, 
the relator had to show that the government would “likely or actually” have 
refused payment. 

6. 7th Circuit – United States ex rel. Bogina v. Medline Industries, 
Inc., 809 F.3d 365, 368 (7th Cir. 2016). The Seventh Circuit applied the 
new definition of “original source” to a pre-2010 case, holding “that because 
the earlier definition is inscrutable as well as skimpier than the current one, 
the current one should be deemed authoritative regardless of when a per-
son claiming to be an original source acquired his knowledge.” Applying the 
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new definition, the court determined that relator was not an original source 
because “he merely ‘add[ed] details’ to what [was] already known in outline” 
as a result of a previous lawsuit. Id. at 370. As such, the fact that the relator 
focused on different customers, pertained to different government health care 
programs, and addressed different time periods did not “materially add” to 
what had been disclosed in the previous lawsuit. Id. at 369–70.

7. 8th Circuit – U.S. ex rel. Donegan v. Anesthesia Assocs. of Kan. 
City, PC, 833 F.3d 874 (8th Cir. 2016). The Eighth Circuit affirmed a district 
court’s grant of summary judgment in favor of a defendant because the rela-
tor failed to establish that the defendant knowingly submitted false claims. 
At issue was whether anesthesiologists were present in the operating room 
during patients’ “emergence” from anesthesia. The parties disagreed over the 
meaning of the term “emergence,” which was undefined in the regulations. 
The court found the defendant’s interpretation of the term reasonable and 
further held that it had no duty to ask CMS or its local contractors whether 
its interpretation was proper. 

E. District Courts

1. United States ex rel. Lee v. N. Adult Daily Health Care Ctr., 
No. 13-CV-4933, 2016 WL 4703653 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 7, 2016) – Relators, 
who were former employees, brought FCA action in the E.D.N.Y. against an 
adult day care center that provided cognitive stimulation, arts and crafts, 
personal hygiene, occupational therapy, and physical therapy to elderly and 
low-income patients. Prior to Escobar, the parties argued over whether the 
day care center’s alleged failure to abide by Title VI and DOH regulations 
was a condition of payment. Whether compliance with a regulation was a 
condition of payment is no longer relevant after Escobar. The court, applying 
Escobar’s materiality standard, considered whether the defendant’s alleged 
misrepresentations “were material and that the government would have re-
fused reimbursement had it known” of the defendant’s “noncompliance with 
Title VI and the cited DOH regulations.” The court found that the relator had 
not shown the government would have withheld payment if it knew of the 
defendant’s noncompliance. 

2. United States ex rel. Williams v. City of Brockton, No. 12-CV-
12193, 2016 WL 4179863 (D. Mass. Aug. 5, 2016) – Relator brought FCA ac-
tion in the District of Massachusetts against the Brockton Police Department 
for the department’s alleged false of compliance with statutory, regulatory, 
and contractual requirements in an effort to fraudulently obtain funding from 
the United States Department of Justice’s COPS grant program. The statutes 
and regulations governing the COPS program prohibited discrimination on 
the basis of race and required the department to certify that it did not engage 
in such discrimination. The court found that the statutes and regulations do 
not call for the withholding of grants until there has been an express finding 
of discrimination by a court or administrative agency. Therefore, under Es-
cobar’s materiality standard, any discrimination that occurred before a court 
or administrative agency makes an express finding of discrimination is not 
actionable under the implied certification theory. However, in regard to so-
called “non-supplanting rules,” which mandate that COPS recipients maintain 
the budgeted number of locally funded officer positions after receiving COPS 
grants, the court found that the materiality standard had been met. The court, 
quoting Escobar, cited to the fact that “the Government consistently refuses 
to pay claims in the mine run of cases based on noncompliance.” The court 
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therefore permitted the claims based on the non-supplanting regulations to 
go forward. 

3. City of Chicago v. Purdue Pharma L.P., No. 14-CV-4361, 2016 
WL 5477522 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 29, 2016) – City brought FCA action against 
pharmaceutical companies alleging that the companies provided misleading 
and fraudulent direct marketing to doctors seeking to create, promote, and 
control the unbranded marketing of opioids to treat chronic pain. The City 
alleged that the companies knowingly disseminated unbranded marketing 
messages that were inconsistent with information on defendants’ branded 
marketing materials, thereby causing the City to spend over $13 million on 
fraudulent claims for opioid prescriptions. Although there were multiple 
theories of liability raised by the state, the relevant theory for Escobar pur-
poses is the implied certification theory. The court dismissed the implied 
certification claim, noting that the City continues to pay for claims based on 
the companies’ alleged misrepresentations, but granted leave to the City to 
replead consistent with the standards set forth in Escobar. 

4. Scott Rose v. Stephens Institute, No. 09-CV-5966, 2016 WL 
5076214 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 20, 2016) – Relator brought FCA action in the 
Northern District of California against a company that allegedly violated the 
FCA by submitting claims for payment to the Department of Education when 
it knew it was not complying with a statutory ban on incentive compensation 
to student recruiters. The ban, also known as the ICB, is meant to curb the risk 
that student recruiters will sign up poorly qualified students, who will likely 
be unable or unwilling to repay federally guaranteed student loans. The Court 
in this case had denied summary judgement to the defendant; however, the 
defendant requested reconsideration of that decision in light of Escobar. The 
Court again denied summary judgment, explicitly finding compliance with the 
ICB to be a material condition of payment under Escobar. In rendering this 
holding, the Court found (1) the DOE’s decision to not take action against a 
company despite its awareness of the allegations in the case to be “not terribly 
relevant to materiality” because the DOE had not cited any reason for this 
decision, (2) DOE’s corrective actions against schools in the form of partial 
settlements (i.e., recovering part of the funds paid) supported a materiality 
finding, and (3) a recent policy change in how DOE enforced ICB violations 
suggested that past policies should not be considered in determining whether 
the violations were material. 

5. U.S. ex rel. Paradies v. Aseracare, 176 F. Supp. 3d 1282 (N.D. Ala. 
2016) – In AseraCare, the government relied on, and offered the testimony of, 
its medical expert and the patients’ medical records to establish falsity. The 
expert testified that the patients in question could not be considered termi-
nally ill for purposes of Medicare reimbursement. AseraCare, meanwhile, had 
its own medical expert who claimed that the patients at issue were terminally 
ill. The falsity issue in AseraCare, therefore, boiled down to this: could a fact, 
such as whether a patient was terminally ill, be “objectively false” when two 
reasonable experts disagree about the fact? The district court held that it 
could not, granting summary judgment for Aseracare.

F. Regulatory Developments

1. Civil Monetary Penalty increases from the minimum/maximum 
of $5,500/$11,000 to $10,781/$21,563. On June 7, 2016, the Civil Monetary 
Penalties associated with violations of the FCA were increased. The minimum 
penalties were increased from $5,500 to $10,781. The maximum penalties 
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were increased from $11,000 to $21,563. 81 Fed. Reg. 36454, 36456 (2016) 
(amending 15 C.F.R. Pt. 6). 

II. CRIMINAL CHARGES, CONVICTIONS, AND PLEAS

A. Notable Matters

1. Jury Convicts Home Health Agency Owner in $13 Million 
Medicare Fraud Conspiracy. On November 11, 2016, the DOJ announced 
that it had obtained a conviction against Marie Neba of Sugarland, Texas for 
multiple counts of health care fraud. Neba was the co-owner of Fiango Home 
Healthcare, Inc. with her husband Ebong Tilong, who pleaded guilty to mul-
tiple fraud counts. The couple conspired to defraud Medicare by submitting 
over $13 million in false and fraudulent claims. They paid illegal kickbacks 
to physicians in exchange for authorizing medically unnecessary services. 
They also paid kickbacks to recruiters for referring Medicare beneficiaries 
for home health services. Their sentencing is in February. 

2. South Florida Home Health Agency Owner and Manager was 
Sentenced to 20 Years In Prison for Role in $57 Million Medicare fraud 
scheme. Between 2006 and 2013, Khaled Elbeblawy defrauded Medicare 
through false promises, a kickback and bribery scheme, and submitting false 
and fraudulent documents. Elbeblawy was the owner of three Miami area 
health agencies. In addition to the prison sentence, Elbeblawy was ordered 
to pay more than $36 million in restitution. 

3. Three People Charged in $1 Billion Medicare Fraud and Money 
Laundering Scheme. The owner of more than 30 Miami-area skilled nursing 
and assisted living facilities, a hospital administrator and a physician’s assistant 
were charged with conspiracy, obstruction, money laundering and health care 
fraud in connection with a $1 billion scheme involving numerous Miami-area 
health care providers. According to the indictment, one of the defendants oper-
ated a network of over 30 skilled nursing homes and assisted living facilities 
(the Esformes Network), which gave him access to thousands of Medicare and 
Medicaid beneficiaries. Many of these beneficiaries did not qualify for skilled 
nursing home care or for placement in an assisted living facility; however, 
Esformes and his co-conspirators nevertheless admitted them to Esformes 
Network facilities where the beneficiaries received medically unnecessary 
services that were billed to Medicare and Medicaid. Incredibly, one defendant 
paid $15.4 million to resolve civil fraud claims for essentially identical conduct. 
However, the defendants allegedly continued their criminal activity—adapting 
their fraud scheme to prevent detection after the civil settlement.

d. North Carolina Couple Sentenced for Government Contract 
Fraud. From November 2005 to April 2013, Ricky and Katrina Lanier of La-
Grange, North Carolina, fraudulently obtained federal contracts intended to 
be awarded to businesses lawfully participating in the Department of Veterans 
Affairs’ Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) program 
and the Small Business Administration’s 8(a) Business Development program. 
They falsely represented that JMR Investments was eligible as an 8(a) busi-
ness and that Kylee Construction was a SDVOSB and an 8(a) business. As a 
result of the false representations, Kylee Construction was awarded over $5 
million in government contracts and JMR Investments was awarded over $9 
million in government contracts. The Laniers received almost $2 million in 
financial benefit from the scheme, using accounts of the shell companies for 
payment of personal expenses.
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FRAUD, DEBARMENT AND SUSPENSION—PART II: 
SUSPENSION AND DEBARMENT

I. DOD STATISTICS FOR FY 2016

The DOD statistics, reported annually in this review since 1992, in FY 
2016 showed notable variations, but also suggested interesting trends:

FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016
Air Force

Suspensions 109 18 27
Proposed Debarments 177 123 75
Debarments 138 100 56
Total Actions 424 241 158

Army
Suspensions 131 143 83
Proposed Debarments 392 434 439
Debarments 279 456 339
Total Actions 802 1156 861

Navy
Suspensions 145 147 124
Proposed Debarments 262 574 202
Debarments 208 435 186
Total Actions 615 1156 512

DLA
Suspensions 15 48 48
Proposed Debarments 164 325 63
Debarments 110 149 55
Total Actions 259 522 166

These numbers, and those annually reported by the Interagency Suspen-
sion and Debarment Committee, record the number of the varying exclusions 
taken, not the number of subjects to these separate actions. In other words, 
these official numbers do not tell how many contractors or individuals have 
been excluded. David Robbins, my colleague at Crowell and Moring, has con-
ducted searches of other data bases to come up with some unofficial numbers 
which are predictably less than the official numbers. More significantly, focus-
ing on the System for Award Management (SAM) for exclusions that begin 
within a single fiscal year, and other publicly available information, allows an 
estimate of what percentage of subjects excluded are individuals and small 
businesses. These unofficial calculations indicate that, for DOD’s FY 2016 
exclusions, 83% were individuals, and of the contractors excluded, at least 
90% were small businesses. See Robbins, Styles, and Eyre, C&M Government 
Contracts Legal Forum, “State of Suspension/Debarment: FY 2016 Statistics 
and the Impact on Small Business” (October 18, 2016).

II. THE AIR FORCE ANNUAL REPORT FOR FY 2015

In 2016 the Air Force SDO (SAF-GCR) reported to the Secretary confirm-
ing the decline in 2015 exclusion actions (noted in this review last year) and 
providing an explanation. The report noted that numbers had spiked in 2010 
as a result of the Mandatory Disclosure Rule that became effective Decem-
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ber 2008. Companies’ reports of misconduct by individual employees “led to 
a significant increase in the number of suspension and debarment actions 
taken against individuals” and the number of total actions.

The AF SDO also reported that “[t]he decline in the number of actions, 
considered along with zero FY 15 actions against large business concerns, 
reflects favorably on the significant investment made by the defense industry 
in promoting strong compliance and ethics programs.” This explanation was 
also supported by “the historically low number of procurement related False 
Claims Act civil suits currently pending, and the lack of significant matters 
reported by industry through the Mandatory Disclosure Rule.”

A further explanation was indicated by the reported increase in the Air 
Force’s “use of Show Cause Letters and Requests for Information to initiate 
responsibility reviews” instead of immediate exclusions by suspension or 
notice of proposed debarment. Importantly, the report commented that those 
preemptive sanctions are “limited” by the FAR’s recognition of their “serious 
nature.” The report stated that

Show Cause Letters and Requests for Information as useful tools 
for constructively engaging contractors in a manner that recognizes 
the FAR’s prescriptions and respects the gravity of the impact a 
suspension or debarment may have on a contractor.

The report promised “to expand the use” of these tools in the future. Sig-
nificantly, the Air Force reported its continued role as chair of the Training 
Subcommittee of the Interagency Suspension and Debarment Committee and 
its intent to use its recognized leadership role to share its “best practices” 
across the Federal government.

III. THE ISDC REPORT FOR FY 2015

On June 15, 2016, the Interagency Suspension and Debarment Committee 
filed its annual report to Congress as required by section 873 of Public Law 
110-417 for FY 2015. The ISDC reported, government-wide, 918 suspensions, 
2,196 proposed debarments, and 1873 debarments. The referrals to SDOs 
numbered 3,420. Civilian agencies, including most notably HHS and HUD, 
reported significant numbers but overall the numbers, including DOD, were 
slightly down from FY 2014.

The ISDC acknowledged this, summarizing as follows:

Data on agency activity from FY 2009…through FY 2014 show a 
continued year by year increase in suspensions and debarments 
as agencies implemented or enhanced suspension and debarment 
programs. Data for FY 2015…shows a plateauing of the numbers 
of suspension and debarment actions which may, at least in part, be 
indicative of programs becoming established throughout the Executive 
Branch and transitioning from start up into effective programs.

As it has in prior annual reports, the ISDC stated that it “does not con-
sider the overall number of actions” to be “a metric of success or failure.” The 
report gave more emphasis to due process and fairness than it has in the 
past. Significantly, the ISDC reported that “[d]ata for FY 2015 also indicate 
an increase in the use of alternatives to exclusion actions in this period.” The 
ISDC report emphasized the use of “pre-notice engagement letters,” reporting 
a “nearly 30 percent increase.” (although the total numbers seem modest). 
Similarly, “use of administrative agreements increased by 25 percent from 
FY 2014 to FY 2015” (59 vs. 47).
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IV. FAIR PAY AND SAFE WORKPLACE REGULATION –  
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESPONSIBILITY DETERMINATIONS 
AND SUSPENSION AND DEBARMENT

On August 25, 2016, the Obama Administration published the FAR Final 
Rule, 81 Fed. Reg. 58562, and Department of Labor Final Guidance, 81 Fed. 
Reg. 58653, implementing the President’s Executive Order 13673, “Fair Pay 
and Safe Workplaces” issued June 2014. The EO’s stated goal was to ensure 
that government contractors “understand and comply with labor laws.” This 
initiative tied such compliance to determinations of present responsibility and 
possible suspension and debarment. This regulatory regime would drastically 
change the way government contractors and subcontractors must deal with 
employment and labor claims and compliance issues involving their entire 
workforce.

The final rule and guidance were scheduled to take effect on October 25, 
2016. However, as of this publication, they and the EO are the subject of a 
preliminary injunction. Associated Builders and Contractors of Southeast 
Texas vs. Rung, E.D. Texas, No. 1:16-CV (00425-MAC), order filed October 
24, 2016; 58 GC 385(e). Their viability is also put in doubt by the results of 
the 2016 presidential election.

A. Prior History – The Clinton Regulation

The Obama Administration’s initiative was preceded by the controversial 
efforts of the Clinton Administration to accomplish a similar result, although 
by a different approach. In July 1999, the Clinton Administration proposed 
its controversial rule to “clarify” the existing responsibility standard of a 
“satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics.” The proposal would have 
amended FAR §9.104.1 by inserting as examples of an unsatisfactory record 
“persuasive evidence of the prospective contractor’s lack of compliance with 
tax laws, or substantial non-compliance with labor laws, environmental laws, 
anti-trust laws, and consumer protection laws. 64 Fed. Reg. 37,360 (July 9, 
1999); 41 GC 299.

This proposal grew out of Vice President Gore’s 1997 speech to the AFL-
CIO, in which he pledged that the government would not do business with 
contractors that violate federal labor law statutes. 39 GC 93. However, the 
Clinton proposal extended to broader compliance with laws, unrelated to 
the procurement function, on the underlying rationale that the Government 
should only do business with law-abiding contractors. A revised proposal, is-
sued a year later, 65 Fed. Reg. 40829 (June 30, 2000); 42 GC 266, maintained 
this approach, continuing to place the determination with the contracting 
officials, but, in response to criticism, called for COs to coordinate with the 
agency legal counsel and consider “all relevant credible information,” giving 
emphasis to the prior three-year record. A contractor certificate was added.

The revised proposal did little to reduce industry’s criticism that it 
“would still create… a blacklist of companies” without regard to their ability 
to perform the contract. Critics also continued to complain that companies 
could be excluded without an adjudication of their compliance with the non-
procurement related rules. A “National Alliance Against Blacklisting” was 
formed and threatened litigation against a final rule.

A draft final rule was circulated within the Administration before the 
November 2000 presidential election. This draft identified a hierarchy of of-
fenses in tax, labor, antitrust, environmental, and consumer protection laws, 
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suggesting that COs could rely on “adverse decisions by federal administrative 
law judges, boards, or commissions indicating willful violations,” in addition to 
judicial actions. The certificate was modified to a “check this box” answer on 
specified convictions, judgments, or adverse decisions in the three prior years.

The “fundamental premise” remained that “an evaluation of a prospec-
tive contractor’s ‘record of integrity and business ethics’ necessarily needs to 
include an evaluation of its compliance with laws and regulations.” Industry 
continued to object, and so did agency procurement officials from DOD, GSA, 
and EPA, fearing “the adverse effect…on the ability of contracting officers 
to meet mission requirements.” The DAR Council recommended that “deter-
mining legal compliance with complex laws…should be left to the agencies 
responsible for enforcing those laws and the courts,” allowing contracting 
officers “to concentrate on the business aspects” of acquisition.

After the 2000 election and within one week of Vice President Gore’s 
concession to Governor Bush, the final regulation was issued, to be effective 
on January 19, 2001, the day before the Inauguration. 65 Fed. Reg. 80255 
(Dec. 20, 2000), 42 GC 505. The rule amended FAR 9-104 to require a pro-
spective contractor to have “a satisfactory record of integrity and business 
ethics including satisfactory compliance with the law including tax laws, labor 
and employment laws, environmental laws, antitrust laws, and consumer 
protection laws.” In making this determination, the contracting officer could 
consider in addition to actual adjudications, “other relevant information such 
as civil or administrative complaints or similar actions filed by or on behalf of 
a Federal agency board or commission, if such actions reflect an adjudicated 
determination by the agency.”

Upon taking office, the Bush Administration, citing pending legal chal-
lenges, promulgated class deviations suspending the effective date of the 
midnight regulation. On April 3, 2001 the FAR Council suspended the Rule 
and proposed its revocation. 43 GC 140. The Clinton rule was finally revoked 
on December 27, 2001. Fed. Reg. 66987.

B. Obama’s Executive Order 13763

Executive Order 13763 abandoned the general “law-abiding contractor” 
standard in favor of an explicit focus on compliance with labor laws and 
Executive Orders, in fact 14 of them, including FLSA, OSHA, NLRA, Davis 
Bacon Act, Service Contract Act, Equal Employment Opportunity, Rehabilita-
tion Act, Family and Medical Leave Act, Title VII, ADA, Age Discrimination 
in Employment Act, Minimum Wage EO of 2014 and certain State laws. 
President Obama, asserting authority over federal procurement, declared his 
purpose “to increase efficiency and cost savings in the work performed” by 
contractors by “ensuring that they understand and comply with labor laws.”

 To do this, the EO prescribes, for covered solicitations, required contrac-
tor and subcontractor disclosures of labor law “violations” in the prior three 
years, as indicated by “any administrative merits determination, arbitral 
award or decision, or civil judgment.” This information must be updated every 
six months during the term of the covered contract.

 With the assistance and advice of a Labor Compliance Advisor, a con-
tracting officer is to obtain and consider this information, plus any corrective 
or remedial action to improve compliance, in making the responsibility deter-
mination required for an award, as well as for past performance evaluations.
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The EO has a very broad reach: it requires disclosure and consideration 
of labor “violations” on non-government as well as government contracts. Its 
procedures apply to contracts over $500,000, including commercial (non-COTs) 
contracts, small business contracts and subcontracts at all tiers.

The EO thus injects the DOL deeply into the acquisition function, as 
also indicated by the fact that DOL was designated as “the lead program 
agency for implementation of this Executive Order.” 81 Fed. Reg. 58631. 
The EO directs the Labor Secretary to develop processes for LCA’s to give 
consideration to DOL determinations and “by which contractors may enter 
agreements with DOL or other enforcement agencies prior to being consid-
ered for contracts.”

C. The FAR Rule and DOL Guidance

The FAR Rule establishes specific authorities, obligations, and processes 
required to implement EO 13763. The DOL Guidance provides the labor law 
context and operative definitions that contracting agencies, including their 
Agency Labor Compliance Advisors (ALCAs), are required to observe in that 
implementation. Together, they set forth a detailed and complex scheme for 
responsibility determinations and performance evaluations, with implications 
for contractors’ compliance programs. See McBrady, Robbins, Crawford, and 
Baker, “FEATURE COMMENT: Preparing for Day-One Compliance with Fair 
Pay and Safe Work Places,” 58 GC ¶323.

The fundamentals, supplied by new FAR SubPart 20.20, are:

a) Contractor disclosure of all labor law “violations”;

b) Determination whether the disclosed violations are “serious, 
repeated, willful and/or pervasive,” and, if so, whether they have 
been or can be mitigated by corrective, remediation, or “labor 
compliance agreements”;

c) Evaluation whether the violations indicate a “lack of business 
ethics and integrity,” precluding award and possibly requiring 
referral to the agency SDO.

The FAR scheme also covers post-award performance, because the awardee 
is subject during performance to further disclosure requirements every 
six months which may provoke “contract remedies,” impact upon past per-
formance evaluations affecting subsequent awards, or require referral to 
the agency SDO. Key provisions of FAR Sub Part 20.20, as they relate to 
responsibility determinations and possible suspension and debarment are 
as follows:

Offerors’ Disclosure Obligations. For solicitations expected to exceed 
$500,000, an offeror must either certify that there has been no “administra-
tive merits determination, arbitral award, or civil judgment for any labor 
law violation(s)” for three years preceding the date of the offer, or acknowl-
edge that there has been such determination, award, or judgment of labor 
law violation(s). If an offeror selected for a responsibility determination has 
acknowledged labor law decisions affirmatively, further detailed disclosures 
of each “violation” are required in SAM and will be “publicly available” in 
FAPIIS. An offeror may elect to provide in SAM (on a non-public basis) miti-
gating factors and remedial measures, such as “actions taken to address the 
violations, labor compliance agreements, and other steps taken to achieve 
compliance with labor laws.” FAR 22.2004-2(a).
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The FAR Overview acknowledged that the “labor law decisions” subject to 
these disclosure requirements need not be “final decisions,” unlike previous 
reporting requirements under FAPIIS. The DOL Guidance provided further 
definitions to include “complaints” issued by the NLRB General Counsel under 
the NLRA, WHD non-final determinations (notice, letter, monetary assess-
ment, other document), OSHA citations, OFCCP “show cause notices,” and 
EEOC “reasonable cause” letters. In justification, the DOL Guidance stated 
“that the Order delegates to the Department the authority to define the term… 
The proposed definition is consistent with the Order and the authority del-
egated. The Department limited the definition to a finite number of findings, 
notices, and documents – and only those issued following an investigation by 
the relevant enforcement agency.” 81 Fed. Reg. 58665-667.

Prime Contractor Responsibility for Flowdown to Subcontractors. The 
original proposal implementing the EO subcontractor flowdown require-
ment contemplated that subcontractors would disclose Labor Law violations 
to prime contractors for assessment. In the Final Rule and Guidance, this 
approach was abandoned as unworkable, involving undue burdens on prime 
contractors and raising competition issues between potential primes and subs. 
Under the Final Rule, subcontractors may “make detailed disclosures to the 
Department directly.” Upon receiving a subcontractor disclosure, the Depart-
ment will provide advice that the subcontractor provides to the contractor for 
the contractor’s use in the determining the subcontractor’s responsibility.” See 
FAR 52.222-59 (c)(3)(ii) and (c)(4). However the DOL Guidance makes clear 
that, nonetheless, it is the prime contractor (and not the Department) that 
has the duty to make a determination that its subcontractors are responsible 
resources.” 81 Fed. Reg. 58703.

The Agency Labor Compliance Advisor. The ALCA is responsible for ac-
complishing the specified objectives of the EO, which include a number of 
overreaching management functions, including a) encouraging prospective 
contractors and subcontractors to work with enforcement agencies..to address 
the labor law violations as soon as practicable; b) providing “input” for past 
performance evaluations so that labor compliance maybe considered during 
source selection; c) providing “written analysis and advice to the contract-
ing officer for consideration in the responsibility determination and during 
contract performance” and; d) notifying the agency SDO or “advising that the 
contracting officer provide such notification.” FAR 22.2004-1(c).

Pre-award Assessment of Offeror’s Labor Law Violations. Before awarding 
a contract in excess of $500,000, the CO “shall consider information concern-
ing labor law violations when determining whether a prospective contractor 
is responsible and has a satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics. 
FAR 22.2004-2(a)(2). The CO shall request the written analysis and advice of 
the ALCA based on the required additional disclosures by the contractor and 
“using the DOL guidance,” including whether any labor law violations should 
be considered serious, repeated, willful, and/or pervasive”, and “whether there 
are any mitigating factors.” FAR 22.2004-2(b)(4). Definitions of “serious, re-
peated, willful, and/or pervasive” violations are provided at 52.222-59(a) and 
explained in the DOL Guidance. Noting they “all Labor Law decisions must 
be disclosed,” these four terms “are used by ALCAs during the classification 
process to screen out minor infractions.” The Guidance cites as illustrations 
decisions involving $10,000 in back pay or $5,000 in fines or penalties as 
“serious.” The Guidance states that DOL has “excluded violations that could 
be characterized as inadvertent or minimally impactful.” 81 Fed. Reg. 58673. 
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Appendices A through D gives illustrative guidance for these assessments. 
81 Fed. Reg. 56742-763. 

The ALCA’s Five Possible Recommendations. The FAR Rule specifies 
alternatives for the ALCA’s bottom-line advice to the CO: “the prospective 
contractor’s record of labor law compliance, including mitigating factors and 
remedial measures --

(i) Supports a finding, by the contracting officer, of a satisfactory 
record of integrity and business ethics;

(ii) Supports a finding, by the contracting officer, of a satisfactory 
record of integrity and business-ethics, but the prospective 
contractor needs to commit, after award, to negotiating a labor 
compliance agreement or another acceptable remedial action;

(iii) Could support a finding, by the contracting officer, of a 
satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics only if the 
prospective contractor commits, prior to award, to negotiating a 
labor compliance agreement or other acceptable remedial action;

(iv) Could support a finding, by the contracting officer, of a 
satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics only if the 
prospective contractor enters, prior to award, into a labor compliance 
agreement; or

(v) Does not support a finding, by the contracting officer, of a 
satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics, and the agency 
suspending and debarring official should be notified… [FAR 
22.2004-2-(b)(3).]

Post-Award Disclosure of Violations, Assessment, and Remedies. On 
a semi-annual basis the contractor has a duty to disclose new labor law 
decisions or update previously disclosed violations. These disclosures, plus 
the ALCA’s monitoring, may set in motion post-award assessment of the 
contractor’s labor law compliance. The ALCA’s post award procedures begin 
with categorizing the violations, weighing whether the violations (or failure 
to negotiate or comply with a labor compliance agreement) demonstrate 
conduct that “reflects disregard for the recommendation of an enforcement 
agency,” or “[w]hether the labor law violations(s) merit consideration by the 
agency suspending and debarring official and whether the ALCA will make 
such a referral.” FAR 22.2004-3(b)(vi, vii). The CO, “using the analysis and 
advice from the ALCA,” may “take no remedial action” or “exercise a contract 
remedy,” such as not exercising an option or terminating the contract, and/
or notifying the agency SDO if the labor law violation(s) merit consideration 
for suspension or debarment.

Labor Compliance Agreements. These agreements are central to this 
regulatory program –indeed they may be its principal objective. The FAR 
Rule provides this definition:

an agreement entered into between a contractor or sub-contractor 
and an enforcement agency to address appropriate remedial 
measures, compliance assistance, steps to resolve issues to increase 
compliance with the labor laws, or other related measures. 

Such agreements will be considered in circumstances where labor law 
violations are classified as serious, repeated, willful, and/or pervasive and have 
not been outweighed by mitigating factors. These agreements are between the 
contractor and the DOL enforcement agency or agencies. 81 Fed. Reg. 58603.
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Responding to the comment that these agreements created by the Rule 
are “an extra-legal mechanism for exacting remedies from contractors that 
could not otherwise be imposed,” the FAR Council stated that

Instead, the EO and the FAR give contractors an additional means, 
…[including] the labor compliance agreements, to demonstrate 
remediation of labor law violations and efforts to prevent future 
labor law violations. [81 Fed. Reg. 58605.]

And the FAR Council’s overview explained that “a contractor’s future 
oriented measures that go beyond the minimum specifically required under 
labor laws,…through a labor compliance agreement at the suggestion of the 
ALCA, are considered and contribute to a favorable finding regarding the 
contractor’s record of labor law compliance.” 81 Fed. Reg. 58628. 

In furtherance of this overall objective, the DOL Guidance offered contrac-
tors (and subcontractors) an opportunity for a voluntary “Preassessment” – to 
receive the Department’s advice whether any of their violations are “poten-
tially problematic, as well as the opportunity to remedy any problems” – such 
as through a labor compliance agreement prior to an acquisition and the 
submission of an offer. 81 Fed. Reg. 58703. 

D. The Preliminary Injunction: Associated Builders and  
Contractors v. Rung, E.D. Texas, No. 1:16-CV 425  
(Memorandum and Order, October 24, 2016)

The District Court for the Eastern District of Texas issued a prelimi-
nary injunction against implementation of the EO, the FAR Rule, and the 
DOL Guidance on October 24, 2016 – the day before the declared effective 
date. The court summarized offending elements of this Obama initiative: 
Contractors are required to publicly disclose so-called labor law “violations” 
and COs are required to consider the information provided “in determining 
whether an offeror is a responsible source that has a satisfactory record 
of integrity and business ethics,” after reviewing guidelines set forth by 
DOL and consistent with the FAR rules, “notwithstanding the fact that the 
‘violations’ that require reporting may not be final decisions or determina-
tions, are not confined to performance of past government contracts, and/or 
have not been preceded by a hearing or subjected to judicial review” (p.3). 
The court found against the Government on four independent grounds, 
“each of which is sufficient to render these government actions void and 
unenforceable”:

1. The EO, FAR Rule, and DOL Guidance Exceed Authority 
and Are Preempted by Other Federal Labor Laws (pp. 
12-17)

The court explained that this regulatory action exceeded the government’s 
procurement authority: “the public disclosure and disqualification require-
ment, being imposed on federal contractors and subcontractors are nowhere 
found in or authorized by the statute on which the Executive Order, FAR Rule 
or DOL Guidance relies,” the Federal Property and Services or Procurement 
Act, 40 U.S.C. §101 and 121. Further, the court added

During the course of many decades, neither Congress, nor the 
FAR Council nor the DOL has deemed it necessary, practicable, 
or appropriate for government contracting officers to make 
responsibility determinations based on alleged violations of private 
sector labor and employment law.
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Focusing on the labor statutes cited in the EO, “Congress spelled out in pre-
cise detail what agency or court would be empowered to find a violation, how 
such a finding would be determined, and what the penalty or remedy would 
be” (p. 12-13). For the most part, these laws did not provide for suspension 
or debarment for violation of their provisions and “certainly none of them 
provides for such determination to be made by unqualified agency contracting 
officers (or ALCAs) or provides for any such action to be “based on non-final, 
unadjudicated, administrative merits “determinations.” The court identified 
a limited, select category of labor law statutes that “apply directly” to gov-
ernment contracts where Congress has expressly permitted suspension and 
debarment, but “even then only after final adjudications of alleged violations 
by the DOL, subject to judicial review, with full protection of contractors’ due 
process rights.”

The court concluded that, “in the present case, the Executive Branch has 
departed from Congress’ explicit instructions and arrogated to contracting 
agencies the authority to require contractors to report for public disclosure 
mere allegations of labor law violations, and then to disqualify or require 
contractors to enter into premature labor compliance agreements” in order 
to obtain or retain federal contracts (p.14).

2. The EO FAR Rule, and DOL Guidance Violate the First 
Amendment (pp. 17-22)

The “unprecedented requirement…thus compels contractors to engage 
in public speech on matters of considerable controversy adversely affecting 
their public reputations.” The disclosure requirement obligates contractors 
and their subcontractors “to report for public disclosure any ‘violations’ of 
fourteen labor laws occurring in the three prior years, regardless of whether 
such alleged violations occurred while performing government contracts, and 
without regard to whether such violations have been finally adjudicated after 
a hearing or settled without a hearing or even occurred at all.” This “compelled 
speech” contravenes the First Amendment, which “protects not only the right 
to speak but also the right not to speak.”

Quoting the D.C. Circuit opinion in National Assn. of Manufacturers v. 
SEC, 748 F.3d 359 (D.C. Cir. 2014), adhered to on reh’g, 800 F.3d 518 (D.C. 
Cir. 2015), reh’g en banc denied, 2015 U.S. App. LEXIS 19539 (D.C. 2015), 
the District Court agreed that “[r]equiring a company to publicly condemn 
itself is undoubtedly a more ‘effective’ way for the government to stigmatize 
and shape behavior than for the government to have to convey its news itself, 
but that makes the requirement more constitutionally offensive, not less so.” 
Moreover, the District Court in Texas added that

By defining “labor law violation” to include “administrative merits 
determinations’, the government is requiring disclosure of merely 
the opinions of agency employees who chose to issue notices, send 
letters, issue citations, or lodge complaints accusing a contractor of 
violating a labor law as if these opinions were actually labor law 
violations.”

The court held that these rules have “expanded their reach for beyond any 
claimed impact on government procurement and instead rely entirely on 
speculation in claiming that the burdensome new disclosures of non-final 
determinations demonstrate any likelihood of poor performance in govern-
ment contracts.”
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“Finally,” the District Court concluded that “it is settled…that government 
contractors are entitled to the same First Amendment protections as other 
citizens, and the government’s procurement role does not entitle it to compel 
speech as the price of maintaining eligibility to perform government contracts.”

3. The EO FAR Rule, and DOL Guidance Violate Due  
Process

 (pp. 22-24)

In the court’s view, compelling contractors to report and defend against 
non-final agency allegations of labor law violations without being entitled to 
a hearing or “to acquiesce in labor compliance agreements as a condition of 
eligibility,” likely offends the Fifth Amendment. The court noted that

As a matter of Constitutional due process, under the statutes incorpo-
rated by reference in the Executive Order, FAR Rule, and DOL Guidance, any 
employer faced with an administrative merits determination has a right to a 
hearing before an ALJ, appeal to the head(s) of the agency involved, or other 
administrative review process, as well as judicial review, before any such 
determination takes place.

Citing contractor due process rights established by Old Dominion Dairy 
Prods. vs Secretary of Defense, 631 F.2d 953 (D.C. Cir. 1980), the court stated 
that non-final agency determinations “do not constitute reportable violations 
under any reasonable definitions and should not be considered in contracting 
decisions.” The court cited “examples of enforcement agency conduct that has 
later been rejected by the courts to illustrate the fallacy and danger of the 
DOL Guidance’s definition of ‘violation’.”

4. The New Rule and Guidance Are Arbitrary and  
Capricious and Entitled to No Deference (pp. 24-27)

The FAR Council and DOL “have failed to give an adequate explanation 
for imposing the drastic new requirements,” which must therefore also be 
rejected as arbitrary and capricious under the APA, 5 U.S.C. §706(2)(A):

Indeed, the government estimates that the new disclosure requirements, 
which are a substantial departure from and a significant expansion of prior 
reporting rules, will result in total costs to contractors/subcontractors and the 
government of $474,075,099 in the first year and $423,862,572. Yet, despite 
efforts…, the government was unable to quantify any benefits derived from 
the sweeping changes imposed… Hence, defendants have not demonstrated 
that implementation of the new requirements will promote economy and ef-
ficiency in government contracting, as contemplated by the Procurement Act, 
40. U.S.C. §101. In fact, the reverse appears to be the case…

V. OFCCP V. PALANTIR TECHNOLOGIES

Even as the Fair Pay and SafeWorkPlaces EO was being implemented by 
regulation and then enjoined by the District Court in Texas, the DOL’s Office 
of Federal Contract Compliance proceeded under EO 11246 against Palantir 
Technologies. OFCCP v. Palantir Technologies, Inc., U.S. Dept. of Labor Of-
fice of Admin. Law Judges, filed Sept. 26, 2016. The Complaint alleged racial 
discrimination against Asians in hiring practices.

Palantir Technologies is a Silicon Valley data mining, software, and analy-
sis firm whose assistance has been sought by the CIA, FBI, and DoD in the 
fight against terrorism. (Palantir’s name comes from the “seeing stones” in 
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R.R. Tolken’s The Lord of the Rings.) Notwithstanding, OFCCP was not far 
behind in imposing its asserted hiring restrictions.

Using a statistical analysis in an 18-month compliance review, OFCCP 
“found” that Palantir utilized “a hiring process and selection procedures, in-
cluding an employee referral system, for three positions…that discriminated 
against Asian applicants on the basis of their race.” Specifically OFCCP 
“determined” that

a.) For the QA Engineer position, from a pool of more than 730 
qualified applications – approximately 77% of whom were Asian 
– Palantir hired six non-Asian applicants and only one Asian ap-
plicant. The adverse impact calculated by OFCCP exceeds three 
standard deviations. The likelihood that this result occurred ac-
cording to chance is approximately one in 741.

b.) For the Software Engineer position, from a pool of more than 
1,160 qualified applicants – approximately 85% of whom were 
Asian – Palantir hired 14 non-Asian applicants and only 11 Asian 
applicants. The adverse impact calculated by OFCCP exceeds five 
standard deviations. The likelihood that this result occurred ac-
cording to chance is approximately one in 3.4 million.

c.) For the QA Engineer Intern position, from a pool of more than 
130 qualified applicants—approximately 73% of which were Asian 
– Palantir hired 17 non-Asian applicants and only four Asian 
applicants. The adverse impact calculated by OFCCP exceeds 
six standard deviations. The likelihood that this result occurred 
according to chance is approximately one in a billion.

The Complaint also criticized a “four phase hiring process in which 
Asian applicants were routinely eliminated during the resume screen and 
telephone interview process despite being qualified with respect to the three 
positions, OFCCP also complained that the majority of hires in the three 
positions “came from an employee referral-system that disproportionately 
excluded Asians.” These practices allegedly violated Executive Order 11246, 
the implementing regulations, and Palantir’s contractual obligations to the 
Federal Government.

Palantir’s Response, filed on October 14, 2016, rejected OFCCP’s “statisti-
cal analysis” as “faulty.” Wall Street Journal, October 26, 2016. The complaint 
does not define “qualified”, but its “analysis assumes incorrectly that anyone 
having a ‘domestic education,’ any internship; any ‘prior experience,’ and 
‘Java skills’ should be considered qualified.” Palantir asserted that DOL is 
“essentially advocating” an “illegal quota system.” Observing that OFCCP 
selected only three out of 44 positions, Palantir noted that 25% of its work-
force, 37% of its product engineering team, 36% of the thirty-three hired by 
Palantir during the compliance period are Asian. Palantir also stated that 
two of the four members of Palantir’s senior leadership are Asians, and more 
than half of the managers who oversaw the hiring process are Asian. Fortune.
com, Oct. 14, 2016.

Even so, DOL’s lead attorney was quoted as saying: “As the complaint 
indicates, we’re asking for all available remedies… That includes debarment.” 
Forbes, September 26, 2016. Indeed the DOL Complaint prays for these or-
ders: a.) “cancelling all of Palantir’s Government contracts and subcontracts”; 
b.) “debarring Palantir from entering into future Government contracts and 
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subcontracts” (until Palantir satisfies OFCCP); c.) “requiring Palantir to pro-
vide complete relief to the affected class of Asian applicants, including lost 
compensation, interest, and benefits of employment resulting from Palantir’s 
discriminating failure to hire them.” Thus the DOL would assert priority over 
and impede the efforts of other agencies to combat terrorism.

1 Matthew W. Turetzky, an associate in the Washington, D.C. office of Sheppard, Mul-
lin, Richter & Hampton LLP, contributed to the preparation of these materials. 

2 In the interest of full disclosure, I represent MWI Corporation in this dispute.


